
“Instability and populist unrest is
the new world order.”

Washington Post

“1 Million species at risk of
extinction.”
U.N. Report

“The world spent $5.2 Trillion
subsidizing fossil fuel use.”

U.N. Report

● high price volatility
● slow transaction speeds
● usury and impossible to

pay back debts\
● Seigniorage only benefits a

minority

● no direct governance
(oligarchy & plutocracy)

● systems that siphon value
from local communities

● no transparency
● transaction fees

● losses in buying power (USD
inflation up to 6x higher than
o�cial rates)

● designs that finance war &
environmental devastation

● extreme inequality

Redesigning value exchange
Seeds (the currency) is an evolution in money, establishing new expectations for what currency can
do for society.

● Seeds are algorithmically governed by transparent protocols, not opaque
institutions

● Gives active contributors (Citizens) a direct voice in governance

● World’s first global “better than free” currency that rewards use

● Exponentially regenerates our planet, addressing our climate crisis!

Not just a concept
The core functionality is live, we’ve been experiencing alternative economic and governance models
since the launch of “the SEEDS Passport” and Seeds currency November of 2019.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/instability-and-populist-unrest-is-the-new-world-order/2018/12/11/0959c858-fd7b-11e8-862a-b6a6f3ce8199_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.0915e189ded9
https://e360.yale.edu/digest/1-million-species-at-risk-of-extinction-intergovernmental-report-finds
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesellsmoor/2019/06/15/united-states-spend-ten-times-more-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-than-education/
https://phys.org/news/2018-07-bitcoin-network-oligarchy.html
https://hackernoon.com/governance-part-2-plutocracy-is-still-bad-1p4zu3p94
https://www.businessinsider.com/burrito-prices-show-problem-with-inflation-measurements-2016-8?IR=T
http://joinseeds.com


Opportunity
An economic system that’s regenerative by default and a governance system
that’s inclusive by design.

1. O�er more purchasing power stability
than traditional national and
crypto-currencies.

2. A visually stunning and intuitive UI
designed by Webby and Cannes Lion
award-winning designers.

3. Built with the powerful EOS.IO
blockchain OS (>66,454 times more
energy-e�cient than Bitcoin.)

4. Provide near-instant
“better-than-fee-free” transactions
encouraging mass adoption.

5. Give “Citizens” a direct and equitable
voice in governance that’s not just
oligarchies (governance solely
dependent on token holdings.)

6. Empower communities with shared
financial resources to invest locally.
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https://web.facebook.com/watch/?v=824570217694673
https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energy-consumption


7. Provide tools and align incentives
for global contributions (beyond
simply financial transactions) to
encourage participation,
co-creation, and adoption.

8. Value is directed towards the
exponential regeneration of our
planet; via funding for
Citizen-directed initiatives that
deliver positive environmental &
societal outcomes (more here).

9. Create a more equitable, fun, and
empowering financial system to
unleash human potential and
facilitate a globally regenerative
culture.

A global and decentralized organisation, by the people and for our
planet

SEEDS’ DNA is crafted by Hypha (Decentralized Human/Holonic Organisation), an award-winning
team and alliance of passionate entrepreneurs, researchers, technologists, financiers, artists,
ecologists and whole-systems designers.

For SEEDS to be a truly decentralized financial and governance system, the organization
building it needs to be decentralized. For this reason, Hypha built the first-ever
holarchy-inspired DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) that we call a Decentralized
Holonic/Human Organisation (DHO - pronounced “DO”).
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https://medium.com/joinseeds/a-regenerative-financial-system-for-a-thriving-global-civilization-eebecead5b43?source=friends_link&sk=6281e40ab271c9130d69acde76d823f2
https://medium.com/joinseeds/the-dao-the-way-welcoming-hyphas-dao-f5a3346b4f67?source=friends_link&sk=64462688c24000297d37bd688cd89012


See the current membership of the Hypha DHO

A Global Alliance for Global Regeneration
450+ organisational alliance members aligned to use these tools to collaborate on global
regeneration and whole systems transformation. For organisations it’s simple: More money,
more voice and more rewards for doing good and creating a healthier economy!

Your Borderless Passport
The app is called a "Passport" as it contains all the features necessary to access and participate
in a new global economy. There is a place to connect with like-minded people, businesses, and
people to exchange with, forums to share ideas, and a governance system to evolve the rules,
distribute finances, and collectively own assets.
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https://dho.hypha.earth/#/members
https://medium.com/joinseeds/open-call-for-a-global-regenerative-alliance-where-to-spend-seeds-65b52dad750c
https://medium.com/joinseeds/a-regenerative-financial-system-for-a-thriving-global-civilization-eebecead5b43?source=friends_link&sk=6281e40ab271c9130d69acde76d823f2

